
It is a bargain kit that the FI CON PLUS（injection controller） , Big throttle body kit and the spark plug is attached to the 
R-Stage Bore Up Kit 88cc.

■Hyper R-Stage Bore Up Kit 88cc

■Hyper R-Stage Bore Up Kit 88cc（Big throttle body）＋Basic exhaust system
■Hyper R-Stage Bore Up Kit 88cc（Stock throttle body）＋Basic exhaust system
■Hyper S-Stage Bore Up Kit 88cc＋Basic exhaust system
■Stock engine＋Stock exhaust system
※To prevent the engine from getting damaged, keep specified rpm range.　
※Tested at the condition of our test facility,actual power may vary.

※Must comply to use a specified number of rotation.　※Do not install with the HID kit simultaneously.
※Please do not be installed simultaneously ignition device of other companies.
※FI CON PLUS will only correspond combination of our parts.　It is not compatible with the parts of other companies.

Hyper R-Stage Bore Up Kit 88cc Big throttle body kit Big throttle body kit

■R-Stage head
Large port diameter IN : 24mm / EX: 20mm 
In addition, adopt the port shape that allows it to flow smoothly intake and exhaust gas more.
Large valve diameter IN：26ｍｍ/EX：22.5ｍｍ
Adopt the irregular pitch (two-stage pitch) single valve spring. It makes difficult to cause the surging at high rotation.
■Piston　For better break-in, molybdenum coating is applied to the piston skirt. 
■Cylinder
Adopt the all-aluminum ceramic plated cylinder.
It is a cylinder with excellent durability, air-tightness, heat dissipation.
In addition, our oil cooler kit can be mounted to the cylinder easily.

■Hyper R-Stage bore up kit 88cc (big throttle body specification)
■FI CON PLUS（injection controller） / Big throttle body kit
Monkey（FI）

Big throttle body kit
Monkey（FI）（AB27-1900001～）
■For R-Stage Bore Up Kit
03-05-0097
￥24,800

Name
Applicable model
Item number
Price

Hyper R-Stage Bore Up Kit 88cc
Monkey（FI）（AB27-1900001～）
01-05-0321
￥105,000

Name
Applicable model
Item number
Price

FI CON PLUS（injection controller）
Monkey（FI）（AB27-1900001～）
05-04-0017
￥25,000

Name
Applicable model
Item number
Price

■R-Stage Bore Up Kit 

FI CON PLUS has a three -dimensional fuel map inside.
Based on signals from various sensors, FI CON PLUS provides fast operation.
It is possible to provide an optimum fuel injection to match the engine situation.
In addition, the ignition system circuit is built-in; ignition timing has also been optimized for the R-stage.
It is possible to use up to high rpm rev limit that exceeds the stock ECU.

■FI CON PLUS (correspond to the big throttle body)

It is a big throttle body kit that has been developed for our R-stage cylinder head.
By mounting this product, you can pull out the output of the R-stage cylinder head and enjoy a high output performance.

■Big throttle body kit

If you have already installed our FI CON PLUS, and you’d like to install our big throttle body kit, it is necessary to update the 
program.The fee of updating the program: 12-05-0007 ￥5,000　※Additional postage is required. 
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